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Abstract
Defining sovereign debt - debt issued or guaranteed by a public entity: central and / or regional public authorities,
central banks, public institutions or enterprises - must include the risks that its management may generate, mainly the risk of
default. If an medium period of time - 3-5 years – the macroeconomic growth of a state, and as the result the increase of the
public revenues constantly lies below the growth of sovereign debt, these will cause an insolvability risk to cover it, and that
state should proceed to restructure its debt.
Financial stability of public authorities and sovereign debt occurred since the beginning of the creation of democratic
states, and instruments for debt restructuring have been continuously adapted to economic and social conjuncture. Initially,
states faced a necessity of funding were borrowed from foreign governments and / or large consortia bank, and when their
debts had to be restructured it has been created the international institutional framework to negotiate between debtor countries
and public creditors - Paris Club - and to coordinate negotiations between public authorities and major debtor consortia London Club.
In the last decade 'vulture funds' occurred, which are hedge funds acquiring from the secondary financial market debt
the securities, including public debt, to a much lower share nominal value. Subsequently, vulture funds claim states issuing
debt repayment at values close or equal to the face value - in this way can make a profit of more than 100% of the financial
investment they made it on the secondary market. If these countries do not comply, generally being unable to honor their public
debt, vultures funds act the countries in international courts, which usually prevails because vultures funds’ action is legal
under current conditions.
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1. Introduction
Financial stability of the public sector has
become in recent years one of the acute problems
facing not only the countries that record low income
per capita, but also developed countries and
sovereign debt, which has grown rapidly, threatens
even macroeconomic development.
In this respect, the restructuring of sovereign
debt is intended to ease the pressure on public
finances in these countries and thus to allow public
authorities to develop and implement policies both
economic and especially social – e.g.education,
health, social
insurance - and environmental
protection, suitable to overcome the economic crisis
and relaunch growth.
For the restructuring process of the sovereign
debt to be effective, the use of some specific
instruments must be accepted by all stakeholders,
mainly the private and international creditors, and to
reach such an understanding it is required
international legal framework accepted by all
jurisdictions which may be involved in the recovery
of claims by various investors from independent
states. Therefore, in recent years the involvement of
speculator creditors has become a very serious
problem that must be solved by international bodies
that have to assume the responsibility for the
equilibrium of the global financial system, i.e. the

international financial institutions such as the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank,
along with economic and social international or
regional union, as the United Nations, European
Union etc.
More private entities owning hedge funds
attack the heavily indebted countries with relatively
low per capita income, these funds being now known
under the nickname of "vulture funds". To
counteract their actions there were developed many
comprehensive analysis and there werw proposed
measures both to reform the sovereign debt and their
restructuring, measures to reduce the risks of public
debt crises, along with the development and
implementation of fiscal policies aimed to support
economic and social development of the indebted
countries.

2. Sovereign debt ~ public debt
2.1. Definition of the sovereign debt

By definition, public debt consists of all loans
made by the public sector - bank loans and bond
issues made by public authorities, treasury bills,
debts contracted by other public entities ... - to fund
public spending, in the absence of a sufficient level
of the public revenue, that comes essentially from
fiscal fees and taxes1.
Public debt can be an important factor of
affecting the sovereignty of a state, being generally

1
Beitone A., Cazorla A. (2007), lexique des sciences économiques, 2é Ed. Armand Colin, Paris, pp 136-137,
http://www.memoireonline.com/04/12/5782/m_Les-determinants-de-lendettement-exterieur-de-la-RDC3.html
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2.2. Borrowing evolution of sovereign states

The indebtedness of many countries has
reached dangerous dimensions, even catastrophic,
because the financial crisis and subsequent
economic crisis, which started since 2007 following
the falling real estate market in the United States and
the fraudulent handling of the American and
European financial markets, in this case the crisis
being known as the US subprime crisis. Because of
globalization, whose benefits are considered
unquestioned until then, many developing countries
in the world, among which may include Romania,
were also affected economically, although their level
of debt was low.
Before the economic crisis, the emerging
countries were able to stabilize its obligations
deriving from the public debt through a sustained
macroeconomic growth and due to the access to
credit on favorable international conditions - interest
and other costs, convenient repayment scheme. But

now, all States, especially developing countries, are
facing increasing pressures regarding the need to
increase public spending for infrastructure funding,
in terms of higher interest rates on the international
financial markets, at the same time with an aging
population and and thus the obligation to finance
higher expenditures of the social insurance system.
In a developing country, where the financial
sector is sized in correlation with the national
economy, a large public debt is also manifested
through a large volume of government borrowing,
which crowding out the privat sector loans, mainly
those addressed to the real economy sector, which
negatively affect private initiative.
Today, when most states recorded substantial
public debt, the international financial system should
give states the opportunity of a sustainable level of
debt and create the institutional and instrumental
framework for sustainable public debt management,
including avoiding risk of insolvency. In tha
category of these instruments are obviously those for
sovereign debt restructuring, which were developed
and implemented as occurred various economic or
financial crises in emerging countries from various
meridians of the globe.
Thus it was established the Paris Club, which
carries the favorable negotiations between debtor
countries and their public claims against and London
Club, which coordinates negotiations indebted states
with large private financial institutions, primarily
large banking companies.
Eurodad found that many states are vulnerable
to exposure to public debt, state belonging to all
groups of countries: high, intermediate and low per
capita income.
General government gross debt - % of GDP
1995 2000 2005 2010 2014
EU28
:
: 61,8 78,4 86,8
EA19 70,8 68,0 69,2 83,8 92,1
EL
98,9 104,4 107,3 146,2 178,6
IT
116,9 105,1 101,9 115,3 132,3
PT
58,3 50,3 67,4 96,2 130,2
CY
47,9 55,1 63,2 56,3 108,2
IE
78,5 36,1 26,1 86,8 107,5
BE
130,5 108,8 94,6 99,6 106,7
ES
61,7 58,0 42,3 60,1 99,3
FR
55,8 58,7 67,2 81,7 95,6
UK
48,2 38,9 41,5 76,6 88,2
AT
68,0 65,9 68,3 82,4 84,2
SI
18,3 25,9 26,3 38,2 80,8
HU
84,5 55,1 60,5 80,6 76,2
DE
54,8 58,9 66,9 81,0 74,9
MT
34,4 60,9 70,1 67,6 68,3
NL
73,1 51,4 48,9 59,0 68,2
RO
6,6 22,4 15,7 29,9 39,9
BG
: 71,2 26,6 15,5 27,0
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tsdde410
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associated with a high risk of political dependence,
caused by economic dependence.
In the Treaty establishing the European Union
(Maastricht 1992) there is the specification that the
public debt means total gross debts, expressed in
nominal value, registered at the end of the financial
year and consolidated for all sectors that make up the
general government, i.e. central government,
regional and social security funds, excluding
commercial operations, as as they are defined in the
European Integrated System of Economic Accounts.
Although many analysts distinguish between
the concept of public debt and sovereign debt, the
two terms are often confused. For example, the
English the term government debt means debt
contracted by the central authority and the term
sovereign debt
denominates the public debt
denominated in foreign currency, while in French the
term dette souveraine designates the dette debt
contracted or guaranteed by the government or
central bank2.
In a recent report by Eurodad3 it is presented
that in the last sixty years, over 600 sovereign debts
have been restructured, the bulk of the restructuring
debts being made in the Paris Club, aiming the
official bilateral debt. The need to restructure public
debt rose as the financial markets were deregulated,
and a very strong bad example is the Greek debt
restructuring in 2012, which took into account the
amounts that exceeded 200 billions euro in private
debt, but the indebtedness of Greece has not been
resolved due to this restructuring, because the
operation was has been performed too late and there
was a minority of creditor who refused to accept the
terms of restructuring.

EU28

EA19

Thus, following the recent statistical
information, ie March 2016, government debt

Rodica Zafiu, “Păcatele Limbii: Datorii suverane », România Literară, http://www.romlit.ro/datorii_suverane
European Network on Debt and Development is a specialized network of European Union in analysis and advocacy on development
funding policies., www.eurodad.org
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recorded by all countries, as a percentage of national
GDP, it appears that the most indebted country is
Japan (229.2%), Greece is in second place, relatively
distant, with 179.0%, followed by Italy (132.5%),
Portugal (129.1%), Belgium (106.1%) etc., and the
United States (102.98% Eurozone (93.5% and the
European Union (87.2%) in all of them. The
situation in these countries and unions, in terms of
financial stability is different, for example Japan,
whose public debt is mostly domestic, does not think
about restructuring, while Greece is continuously
threatened with insolvency.
Romania has a debt of 39% of GDP,
comfortably below the 60% threshold set by the
Maastricht Treaty, but public debt developments is
worrying because in a span of five years (2009-2014)
rose by over 25 percentage points, without this
growth to be reflected in macroeconomic
development and / or social.
In recent years, public debt in the Eurozone
and in many developed countries in this area was
approached or even exceeded 100% of GDP, which
shows a major threat to European financial stability.
To get out of this situation, European states would
have to choose between implementing a Keynesian
interventionist policy or a liberal one, promoting the
restriction of public spending in order to reduce the
budget deficit and hence the borrowing of the public
sector. Both policies are difficult to implement,
given that all European countries have faced a
greater or lesser extend negative effects of the
financial and subsequent economic crisis.

Public debt was boosted also by the economic
crisis and the bailouts of large banks and other
financial firms involved in the capital market. Also,
Euro zone countries had access to low interest loans
- offered by the European Central Bank, controlled
by Germany - but without economic growth it was
emphasized public debt and financial instability has
increased.
Before the start of the subprime crisis, the
public debt of the developed financial was placed on
the financial markets, their risks being reported as
very low by international financial rating agencies.
Leading creditors were the central banks,
multinational financial corporations, public funds
and so on.
With the advent of the need for debt
restructuring contracted by Latin American
countries in the 80s of last century, the international
financial
institutions
agreed
securitization
mechanisms of bank loans, which resulted in placing
the sovereign debts on international financial
markets, where the investors are very different,
among them being now many hedge funds.
In this context, the public debt restructuring
has become more complicated because of creditors
that showed clear interests to achieve bigger net
benefits. Thus it was highlighted the lack of due
process international applicable to declare and
amicable resolution of the public debtors insolvency,
designed to protect populations of the involved
communities.
Currently there are many cases where owners
of financial funds that were set up as creditor of
sovereign states indebted do not accept to negotiate
their debt restructuring and appeal to different legal
jurisdictions to recover the face value, plus interest
and court costs, states' public debt related. These
funds are known as vulture funds nickname, because
their behavior is similar to that of a bird of prey.

3. Sovereign debt management
3.1. Economic and financial policies appropriate
management of sovereign debt

Keynesian policy means stimulating demand
by financing budgetary expenses for business
expansion, but on the one hand results the increasing
demand for public finance through enhanced
indebtedness and, on the other hand, increased
interest rates, which enlarges the implicit public
debt, negatively affecting financial stability still
further. A restrictor policy of the budget spending
affects first public investment, considered the engine
of development, and if it relates to cutting operating
costs of the public sector - as applied in 2010 in our
country - lead to lower demand in the market
economy, discouraging businesses SMEs, reducing
employment and, finally, with decelerating
macroeconomic development, decreased the public
revenues from taxes and increasing the deficit.

3.2. Debt restructuring and its specific tools

Debt
restructuring
appears
necessary
especially in crisis as a result of a case of default,
with the partial or total suspension of the payment of
debt service. Nowadays, in such a situation occur
IMF, Paris Club or the Troika4 to restructure the
sovereign debt of an European country, in order to
restore its solvency, but imposing restrictive
economic and social conditions indebted country
and its population.
Sovereign debt restructuring5 implies the
existence of a legal framework in which to establish
the exchange of financial instruments expresseing
that liability - be they loans or bank-type securities
issued in financial markets - against liquidity or other

4
Currently Troika designate the International Monetary Fund, European Central Bank and the European Union (typically a representative
in the European Parliament.
5
http://www.lafinancepourtous .com/Decryptage /Dossiers /Aggravation-de-la-crise-en-Europe/L-interdependance-entre-crises-bancaireset-crise-de-la-dette-publique
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financial instruments agreed by the parties involved
in the restructuring.
Debt restructuring can be achieved through
three types of actions:
 debt refinancing, which means to decrease the
interest rate in order to reduce public debt services
and the establishment of distant maturities debt
outstanding loans;
 reducing the public debt (i.e. it’s nominal
value) of outstanding loans;
 debt redemption against liquidity, when the
government takes advantage of a favorable moment,
for example, the sharp depreciation of the national
currency against the currency of the contract.
The concrete way for restructuring it is
negotiated between the debtor State and its claims
against, together with international financial
institutions - the IMF, the ECB, the European
Commission etc. - within the Paris Club framework.
Over time, debt restructuring of states with the
difficulty was carried out in applying various tools
to financial stabilize the country and integrate it
between Member states forming economic union
within a where it is geographically placed. A good
example of how that worked sovereign debt
restructuring in the initial phase is the process of
solving the debt contracted by Germany6 between
the two world wars and immediately after World
War II, as well as the compensations for damages
made by this country during the last world
conflagration.
Thus, the creditors states as: United States,
Great Britain, France, Belgium and the Netherlands,
accepted a substantial reduction of over 60% of
Germany's debt and reparations have been
postponed sine die. In addition, Germany could
repay into its national currency, which allowed it to
avoid exchange rate risks and thus many related
expenses. In this way, Germany has been able to
achieve rapid reconstruction of the country, can in a
short period of time once again become a major
economic power both in Europe and globally.
Another significant example of sovereign debt
restructuring can be signaled after about 40 years, in
1991, when Poland had managed to escape the bloc
of communist countries, leaving the Warsaw Pact7
and the Western European countries of were
deployed to favor government anti-communist Lech
Walesa. Sovereign debt contracted by Poland, which
totaled on that date both the debt contracted and the
costs accumulated over the years, has been reduced
by 50%, allowing new democratic authorities Polish
authorities to implement transition policies from
centralized economy to an functioning market
economy, in the perspective of integration in the
European Community.
6

The cases presented shows some similarities,
which refers to situations of conflict or tension
between the political regimes in the states whom it
has accepted restructuring. In other cases, the
solutions proposed for restructuring, including
fiscal-budgetary restrictions imposed on the
indebted country by international institutions
financing - IMF, World Bank, Paris Club, United
States - they did not prove to be as beneficial.
For example, states in South America, as were
Bolivia, Argentina, Chile etc. who have experienced
sovereign debt crisis, it has the required the
implementation of a fiscal austerity policy that
guarantee the smooth placing of the debt
restructuring, but the austerity hasaccentuated the
fall of the national economy, which has led several
states to change the political regime and has caused
serious tensions among the population.
3.3. Hedge funds ~ vulture funds

The mechanisms of the hedge funds are
diversified, correlated with the concrete risk-based
facing creditor and the specific economic
environment where can operate the fund from
multiple perspectives: the macroeconomic and
financial situation; fiscal, banking and market capital
legal and regulatory framework; organization and
operation, including permissiveness toward
corruption of public utorităţilor.
These mechanisms are achieved through:
 lending to companies with lucrative activity to
obtain leverage by which the financial profitability
increase faced to the economic one due to the
indebtedness, when the current benefits allow the
debtor to cover expenses resulting from loan;
 overdraft sale (short selling), ie the sale of debt
securities against cash, pending subsequent
redemption at a lower price;
 development and issuance of financial
derivatives: options, futures or forward contracts in
order to cover the risk or speculative;
 the arbitration is to exploit differences between
prices of financial products on the market: bonds,
currencies, contracts, for example by buying
financial assets considered undervalued and selling
discovered subsequent action;
 the exploitation of the primes securities in the
proposed merger-acquisition processes.
Most hedge funds are managed by independent
entities, which carries considerable wealth from
these speculations, also financial institution with a
good reputation in the financial market, but they at
least for now not resorted to recovery sovereign debt
by triggering enforcement proceedings.
The recent financial crisis has shown clearly
the destabilizing effect of public debt securitization

Germany creditors conference, London 1953.
Warsaw Pact (1955-1991) was a military pact, but also cooperation and mutual assistance between Eastern European countries under
Soviet influence, set up primarily to counteract the potential influences of NATO countries (Atlantic Treaty North).
7
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and the sale on the secondary market are carried out
under face value – when there are involved old
claims, the purchase price may being ten to twenty
times lower than the nominal value - to remunerate
the risk of default.
Hedge funds are placed mostly in tax havens or
areas bounded «offshore», as Iles Cayman, Jersey,
etc.
Although there is no a clear definition of tax
haven, it can be described8 as a territory independent state or area as part of an independent
state - where bank secrecy is strictly enforced, and
taxes on income, profits and assets are low or zero,
especially for non-residents; the access to the
residence of the economic agents or their accounts is
easy; fiscal or judicial cooperation with other
countries is poor or nonexistent.
In the «offshore» areas, where there are
installed primarily financial companies as: banks,
insurance companies and management funds, the
normal rules do not apply to those activities, what
makes these areas often considered to be tax havens.
Vulture funds9 are the hedge funds express
created, generally, in order to cover the claims
relating to debts contracted and outstanding maturity
of public authorities, public institutions or private
enterprises, i.e. sovereign debt.
These funds are commercial entities whose
main business is to redemption on a financial
secondary market the debts of the firms in the
imminent insolvency situation or the sovereign debt
of the states, developing states and / or recorded high
levels of indebtedness, at a price lower than the face
value of the original debt.
Subsequently, those funds claime in court the
initial nominal value of securities, including the
interest and other related costs for the entire period
between the moment of claiming, also the sovereign
debt and court costs.
The vulture funds calls also to other
instruments to recover the amount of the claims that
they have purchased, such as enforcement of
financial or non-financial assets held by debtors
abroad.

8. Conclusion
The analysis of public debt should not be
limited to the quantitative aspects - measured
according to the criteria enshrined in the EU
Treaties, as a percentage of GDP - but it is necessary
to consider several factors, such as the
establishment, respectively income and public
spending, the pace of change, the destination of
borrowed funds, the effectiveness of the actions
financed by debt and public debt structure based on
several criteria: the currency of denomination,
maturity, interest rates and other costs, type of
creditor etc.
The lack of any international regulations that
can be applied indebted and / or insolvent states is
currently an aspect still more negative than the
abusive behavior of some of the sovereign debt of
creditor.
Besides, to overcome the shortcomings of the
jurisdictions’ behavior which apply the 'pari passu'10
for the benefit of hedge funds and without
considering the impact on the people of the countries
which have to pay these claims, it should be to
establish rules obliging all creditors at
internationally level, without considering whether
they are the majority or the minority to respect the
decisions for restructuring sovereign debt.
In this regard it has been several attempts to
adopt common international resolutions against
vulture funds. For example, in September 2015,
many countries of the world voted for an UN
resolution, but six major countries (USA, Canada,
Germany, Japan, Israel and the UK), although they
agreed with the substance of the resolution, voted
against .
One measure that could be generalized against
vulture funds has been applied in Belgium, who
refused to talk and to receive them on its territory.
Moreover, in Belgium was created in 1990 the
Committee for the Cancellation of Third World
Debt11 (CADTM), which is an international network
of individuals and local committees from Europe,
Africa, Latin America and Asia. This committee
works in coordination with other organizations and
movements pursuing the same goal: the
development of alternatives to meet the needs of the
population, ensuring freedom and fundamental
rights.
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